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From Galaxies to the Universe: A Rich and
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Our Local Group of Galaxies




Relative Separations of Stars vs. Galaxies
Our Local Group of Galaxies
Stephan’s Quintet: Collisions
in a Galaxy Group
Hickson Compact Groups
The Coma Cluster of Galaxies - Optical
The Coma Cluster of Galaxies - X-ray
ROSAT
Examples of Galaxy Clusters
Hercules Cluster Perseus Cluster
Abell 1689
310 of the Brightest Clusters




from large optical 
cluster survey led by
Univ. of Michigan 
astronomers.
Sloan Digital Sky Survey: Example
of Galaxy Survey Methods
Distribution of Galaxies in the Universe
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Distribution of Galaxies in the Universe
from the 2dF Galaxy Survey
The Distant Universe - Hubble
Deep Field-North




Can Gravity Do the Job?
Simulations of Structure Formation
Simulations of Structure Formation
The Dark Side of the Universe
The Real Nature of a Galaxy





On large spatial scales, the Universe is homogeneous.
Georges Lemaitre and Albert Einstein
Uniformity on the Very
Largest Scales - Radio Galaxies
Sky Distribution of Radio Sources from the VLA Sky Survey
Uniformity on the Very
Largest Scales - Quasars
Summary
Key Points to Take Away
Universe is rich with cosmic structure.
Great advances being made measuring this structure.
Gravity can make the structure, allowing for dark
matter and dark energy.
Viewed on the largest possible scales, the Universe
is quite uniform. 
A Major Outstanding Question: What is
the Ultimate Origin of this Structure?
This is a very fundamental question, requiring
understanding of the first instants of our Universe.
People don’t have a complete answer, but have
good ideas and making rapid progress.
See the next talk in this series, by Mike Turner!
